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Abstract. Effectof interatomic electron correlation has been studied in narrow band
solids using one-particle Green function method. We follow Hubbard in drawing an
analogy with an alloy and find a self-consistentsolution which predicts a finite lifetime
for pseudoparticles. A specific case of a (non-magnetic) model system with half-filled
parabolic band has been considered to calculate the pseudoparticle density of states
function. Unlike the result in the presence of intra-atomic correlations alone, we find
that this particular system is never an insulator, however large intra-atomic correlations
may be.
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

During the past decade there have been numerous studies of the electron correlation
in narrow band solids (Hubbard 1963, 1964a, 1964b, Gutzwiller 1963, 1964, 1965,
Kanamori 1963, Kemeny 1965a, 1965b). The H u b b a r d model of the electron correlation is based on the assumption that despite the band motion of d electrons, the
electrons at any site are strongly correlated with each other. The H u b b a r d model is
too simple to represent the real situation in the transition metals and their chalcogenides.
For real systems one must consider the degeneracy of the d-band, the interatomic interaction, and the presence of the s band (s-d hybridization) together with the intraatomic interaction. However, treatment of all these effects simultaneously is not a
practical proposition at the moment. The problem of degeneracy in d band has been
discussed by H u b b a r d (1964a), Chao (1971) and Seigel and K e m e n y (1972). The
presence of the s band has been considered by Kishore and Joshi (1970a, 1970b, 1970c,
1971) by taking into account the effect of hybridization of s and d bands on the Hubbard Model.
The Hubbard model is characterized by the absence of intersite electron correlation.
T h e validity of this assumption of the Hubbard model is doubtful. There will be of
the order of ½Nz pairs of nearest neighbours in a system if z is the number of nearest
neighbours which a given site has. Since interatomic interaction will be approximately one-sixth the intra-atomic interaction, it is clear that the interatomic term
can have an appreciable contribution. With this in mind the study of the contribution
of the interatomic interaction together with the intra-atomic interaction is necessary.
Caron and Pratt (1968) studied the effect of interatomic interaction on the magnetic
properties of the system using a generalized self-consistent cluster treatment. K e m e n y
(1965a) included this interaction and studied the metal-insulator transition in narrow
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band solids by finding out the conditions for an electron and a hole to form a bound
pair. But in the actual estimate of the binding energy of the pair, he took only intraatomic interaction into account. Therefore, the contribution of intersite interaction
could not be known. Later Kishore and Joshi (1969) studied the effect ofintersite interaction using the Hubbard type decoupling method. It was found there that intraatomic and interatomic correlations working together split the original band into three
sub-bands. The middle band occurs only because of the consideration of the interatomic interaction. The decoupling method used there creates an obvious difficulty
similar to that in the first paper of Hubbard (Hubbard 1963) i.e., however small the
interactions may be, the original band due to these interactions always splits into three
separate sub-bands. Physically this does not seem to be justified. Here we will try
to get rid of this difficulty by treating the electron-correlation problem in a selfconsistent way as Hubbard did in his third paper (Hubbard 1964b).
Following Hubbard we introduce an alloy analogy. Hubbard considered intrasite
correlation only and his problem was analogous to that of the binary alloy. Since we
consider intersite correlation too, we have to draw an analogy with a ternary alloy.
We use the one electron Green function method and by truncating the hierarchy of
Green function equations, we arrive at a self-consistent formulation of the problem.
Firstly we decouple the equation of motion of the Green function in a very approximate
way where no account is taken of the fluctuation effects as well as motional-broadening-effects. These effects are then discussed and taken into account in sections 3 A and
3 B. Finally in section 4 we present results of the calculation of the perturbed density
of states for a model system with a half-filled parabolic band.
The requirement of the self-consistency, for the description of the electron correlation in narrow bands, may be obtained via an alternative approach--the coherent
potential approximation (Velicky et al 1968). We will discuss it for our problem in the
appendix.
2. Mathematical preHmlnarles and basic definitions

A. The Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian of the system under consideration in the Wannier representation
and in second quantization form is (Hubbard t963)
1
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r

We use the usual notation. The first term is the band theory Hamiltonian. This
term describes the individual motion of the electrons. The second term takes care of
the correlations. Here
( 0" [1[ kl ) = e 2 f . ~ *

r

(r--Ri) ~*(r'--RJ)~(r'--Rt) ~(r--Rk) drdr'
[r--r'[

(2)

One can easily evaluate the terms given by (2) by using known atomic functions;
the approximate magnitude of various terms for d electrons in transition metals is
given by
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where i, j and k are all nearest neighbours.

Neglecting all correlation terms but

( ii] 1 j i i ) and ( 0"11 I ij ), the Hamiltonian becomes
t

r

ij
where

a

i a

~i aa"

I = ( ii [ 1 ] ii )
r

I¢0 =( #'l 1 l b" ) =/c, (if/andj

are nearest neighbours)

r

= 0, otherwise

(5)

B. Tt, e Greenfunaion
The double-time temperature dependent retarded (4-) and advanced (--) Green
functions for the operators A and B are defined by (Zubarev 1960),
CA(t); B(t') )l±) = T iO{ 4- (t--t'))( [A(t), g(t')] ~1 )
(6)
where
[.4, B]• = AB--~BA
= 4-1 (whichever is convenient)
A(t) = exp (i3gt) A(O) exp (--iOlt)
0(t) is the step function. Notation ( . . . . X) denotes the average of the operator X over
grand canonical ensemble at temperature 7". In our analysis we work with the operators A(t)=ci~ , B ( t ) = ~ ; hence the Green function is
G~ (E) = 4[ a/a; ';o')E
The Fourier transformation gives

@=--1)

G; (E) = 1 ~-, eik (Ri --Rj) C a (k, E)
Nz-.,k

(7)
(8)

"r

The equation of motion of the Green function ( aiv; ~e)E is

E ( Oil; C)~)E = 1 ( [cia, ~a] +) + ( [cio, 3~f]_; 5~)E

(9)

From the knowledge of the Green function the density of states per atom of spin a,

pa(E) and the mean number of electrons per atom of spin a, no(E) can be evaluated
from the usual relations.
3. An approx4mate self-conslstent solution

The equation of motion (9) of the Green function G;(E) with the Hamiltonian (4)
becomes
a

8(i

a

EG~i (E) = ~-~ + ~ Tim Gmj (E)+I ( ni-a ¢ia; ¢;a )
m

/71

O"t

The higher order Green functions ( ni_a cia; ¢ ) and (nma'Cia; % )
equations of motion

obey the
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1

To = Tii = ~l" ~ ¢k
(13)
k
Now neglecting the fourth and fifth terms on the right hand side of Eq. (I 1) and using
the approximation

where

( nrcr""i-~Oie; ~a)"° (rtra") ( ni-acicr; 5 ; )
t ) (Kishore and Joshi 1969) :
we get the approximate expression for (ni.-~ q~r;~r
=
n-e
~36 + ~ ~r G~r }
( ni-e ei~; c;e )
(E--To--I--Ifnz) (.2rr r~i
rj (g)
(14)
Here we have written (ni_e)=n._~, which follows from the translational symmetry
of the problem, n=ne+n-e. Similarly we may find out an approximate expression
for 4[ nine' tie; de ]~ from Eq. (12);
( ~ e , qe; 5~ ) = ( E - r 0 - "s~_~
-Icnz)
°

+z, ~

,; (E)

1 (15)

Now putting these approximate values from (14) and (15) in (10) we have
{

In_~

Knz

(E- To) G~j (E) = 1÷ (E-- To--l--Knz) + (E-- To-In_e-Ifnz)
× (2rr -k r~i
~ T/r Gr.~'1(E)

1

(16)

The Fourier transform of the Green function G~ (E) may be written as
Gcr (k, E) -- 1

1

(I 7)

2~rFg (e)--(,k--To)
where

1

Fg (~.~

_Ilq -

In-e

Ifnz

}

1

(18)

( e - r0-Z-X.~) ~ ( e - r0-~._~-Xn~) (~- r0-------5
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Expression for F~ (E) may also be written as

12n_a (1 -- n_a )
I n-a
Knz
_ (x~ Knz) (/n_~+~Vnz) +
(I+tCnz)
+
(ln_,~+tCn~)
F o (g)
(E-To)
(E-- T o - - I - - K n z ) ( E - - T o - - I n - a - - K n z )

(19)

The propagation of a spin electron is described by the electron propagator G a (k, .F_,)
given by Eq. (17). Here the quantity (~k--To) describes the propagation of electrons
between atoms and the function F o (E) describes the resonant properties of the atoms.
The alloy analogy suggests the above treatment to be improved in two directions.
Firstly, let --a spin electrons be fixed. Then for the accurate description of a spin
electron propagation in the resulting alloy, the damping of the electron wave resulting
from disorder scattering should be considered. And secondly, since the --a spin
electrons are not really fixed, the effect of their motion should be considered. Corrections corresponding to these effects are referred to as the 'scattering correction'
and ' motional broadening correction ' respectively (Hubbard 1964b). Both of these
corrections will be calculated below.

A. The scattering correction
While finding out the expression for Ga.. (E), the fourth and fifth terms on the right
z3

hand sides of Eqs. (II) and (12) were neglected. These two terms lead to the
' scattering correction' as well as' motional broadening correction ' respectively. We
first consider the ' scattering correction ' and therefore neglect the fifth term in both
the Eqs. (11) and (12). Firstly we consider Eq. (11) and proceed to find out an
approximate expression for the Green function ((ni-cr--n-~) Crcr;¢j~ )p. The Green
function { ni_a era; J.3a ) obeys the equation of motion

2Ir

m

+

r,m(

cry, % > -

:m_ C.o cry; %>)

m
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a t

The equation of motion of the Green function appearing in the second term of the
above equation may be written as;

~ ( n i - a n r - a ) j-I(ni-~nr-a¢rcr; ~ )
E ( ni_~ n,_~ c,~; 5~ ) = 8,j

m

+EE
971

%>

O"t

This equation may be simplified by introducing the approximations

(21)
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(.m~')(n~-~n,-o.c,~;~>

Thus we get

( ni-o nr-o. era; cjo.) -- (E_To_l_Knz) ~--~n-c, + ~ Trm (ni-o. craG; c;o.))
m~r
(22)
Similarly we may get the expression for the Green function {ni-o. nm~' cm; c~) appearing in the last term of (20),
nO.'

(3rJ
}
× ~ n_o. + ~ 7-,. (.~_~ c.¢; eJo.>
n~r

(23)

Neglecting the fourth term of (20) and substituting the values of Green functions

{ ni-¢ nr-o. Cro.;qo. ) and { ni.-o,nmo: Cro.;e;a ) from (22) and (23) in that equation, we get
{ni_oCro.;c,Jo.
" > -F~(E)
I (2,,
~3rJn_~+ ~ Trm(ni_~Cm~;Cj;) }
o
m#=r

(24)

Where Fo. (g) is given by Eq. (18).
o

Now from Eqs (24) and (16) we get
1

{ (ni-~--n-o.) #rcr; C:~ ]~ --FoCr(E) rri { (ni-~--n_~) rio; D~ }
1

-t-we(E----~'o:~
Trm{ (ni-.--n_o.)crag; c;c~)
m:/:r, i

(25)

It was shown by Hubbard (1964b) that Eq. (25) may be solved for

((ni-~--n-o.) era; Jo.} (i#r) in terms of ((ni-o.--n_~) cio.; c:¢r)
in the following way.

((ni_cr--n_¢)¢ru;Cjto>=~ WTm,i(E)rm, (

(ni_¢--n_cr) eie;eJ¢}

(26)

m

where

WrOm,i (E) = 2~r gr~m(E)

gri( ) gim( )

and

g~j(E) = I ~-, exp ik'(Ri--Rj)
2-~ ~-- F e(/~----)--(ek---'~--To---)

(27)

(28)

If this approximate solution is substituted into the right hand side of Eq. (I 1) and the
fifth term in that equation (which gives rise to the motional broadening correction)
is dropped, we obtain

n-o. (2~r

,j~ )

--n_uA~(E) ( oil; eft))

(29)
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I

erE ~E

gri( )g ira( )t

(30)

It may easily be seen that Eq. (29) is very similar to Eq. (14). Merely the substitution
[To+I+ICnz+)~a(E)] for (To+I+Knz) and [Tik--3ik)~o(E)] for Tilc would bring
Eq. (14) in the form of Eq. (29).
We now consider Eq. (12) and proceed to find out an expression for { (nm~,--na')
cm; c:m
y )" The Green fimction { nma"Cra; cJG) obeys the equation of motion

?1

-F~.Tmn{ (¢rao, 6na, Cro;

--

¢mG,6rG;

?l

(31)

+~Krn( nma, nno,, cra; c;G)
nG tt

The equation of motion of the Green function appearing in the second term of the above
equation may be written as;

E(nn, a, nr_a 6ro; C~.a) = *rj ~nma' nr_a)+I { nma' nr-a Cra;6Jo )
Jr- ~ Tot ~ nmo"nr-oCna; ¢tja)
?1

+ ~ Kot(nmo" nr_G r~a. cro; c~a )
no~
We may simplify this equation by introducing the approximations

(32)

(nmG"nr_G) ,.,o (nmo') (nr_.) and
(nma'nr_a nna" 6rCr ; 65"0)"0 (nna") (nma'nr_a6ra; 6~a)
Thus we get

,nmo

no

1
n#r

(33)

Similarly we may get the expression for the Green function (nmo' nna" %~; V;o)
appearing in the last term of (31) ;

(E- ro-Z._~-X.z) {~"~'+ ~ r"{"m~'6"~;6Jo)
s:Ar

(34)

Now substituting these two expressions in Eq. (31) and neglecting its fourth term
we get

(nm°" C'a; (/t)----F o E ) ( 2 w no'+ ~ Trn{ nma"Cna; ¢dt.a)
•
l
n@r
With the help of (35) and (16) we have

(35)
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1 Tri((nma,_na,)Cia; 65a)

Fg(e)

I

q-Fo(E-----f ~, Trn {(nmo,_no,)Cna; c;e}

(36)

n~r, i

As before, we may write the solution of this equation in the following way
* = ~ W2,,i (E) Tni{(nma'--na')cto; 9a}
t
( (nma'--na')Cra;cja)

(37)

?I

Substituting this approximate solution into the right hand side of (12) and dropping
the fifth term, we have

[E-- To--I n-a--Enz--ao(E)] (nmo' qo; cJa}

=.o, =

rvei
Putting the values of {ni_aCia; c;o}
we find the expression for G~ (k, E);

}
and

{nmo' cio; c/ta}

from (29) and (38) in (10)

aa(k, E) = _l .
1
2~r Fsa (E) -- (ck - To)

(39)

where

In-a
1
.,or
~ ; (E)

Knz

1 + [ E - To--I--Xnz--a~(E)] + [ Z -

(E-To)+

To--In-,,--KnZ-aa(E)]

ICnz. a~(E)
I.~." a~(e)
+
[E- To-I-ICnz- ~a(g)] [F.- To- in-~- ZCnz-a~(e)]
(40)

ha(E), defined by the relation (30) may be cast into the form
1
2rrg~/(E)

~a(E)=Fea(E)
where

g i i ( E ) = 1~ g k
k
propagator Ga(k, E),

a

(41)

1 ~
(E)=~-~-~

1

(42)

7

The
described by (39) and (40), has a branch cut along the
real axis for those values of E for which p~(E) (the density of states corresponding to
the propagator given by (17)) is positive. Thus this propagator describes pseudoparticles with finite lifetimes. As we are interested in the self-consistent solution, we
replace ha(E) everywhere by the function
aa(E)=2~r ~

Ttr G; (E)

-~i~-~))

)

(43)

r, ra

where the actual propagator G~(E) has been put for
Eqs. (40), (41) and (42) take the form,

g~j(E).

With this replacement
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.~nz
1n-or
(E-- To-- I-- Knz--fie(E) ] + [E-- T o - ln-e--Knz-- fie(E)]
ln_o . fie(E)
Knz
(E-To) +
+
[E-- r o - - I - K n z - f i e ( i g ) ]
[1~--ro--In_e--Knz--12e(E)]
1+

F"(e)

(44)
1

and

e
all(E)

=

1

NE
k

(45)

G~r(k' t3)

(46)

B. Motional broadening correction
We have found out the expression for the 'scattering correction' in the previous
sub-section. Till now we have assumed --e spirt electrons to be fixed while studying
the motion of a spin electron. However, now we proceed to take into account the
effect of the motion of --e spin electron. The Green functions {dr_e Ci-e Cie; cj~) and
{c[._e Cr-o Cie; ¢ ) appearing in the fifth term of Eq. (11) respectively contain the
information about the events in which --e spin electron reaches and departs from
the ith site at the time when cr spin electron comes on the ith site. Thus the
complete expression {(c[_ a c,.-e cie; cst)--{ctr_ e ci-e ci,r ; ~a)~} of eq. (11) tells us about
the effect of motion of --o electron through the ith site and thereby gives the
motional or resonance correction, The Green functions ~,Cfre,Cma'via; ~ ) and
{time" ere" cia; ~e]~ appearing in the fifth term of eq. (20) respectively give the
information about the events in which e' (~ or --e) spin electron reaches and departs from
the mth site (which is the nearest neighbour to the ith site) at the time when cr electron
comes on the ith site. Thus the complete expression {{Ctme, ere' eie; ¢ )
--{Ct're' Cm°' ci(r; ~ ) ] - of (12) tells about the effect of the motion of a' electron through
the mth site and thereby shares the resonance correction.

1. Motional broadening correction due to the motion of --or electron through the ith site.
Firstly we consider the departure of --e electron from the ith site together
with the arrival of o electrons on the ith site i.e. we consider the Green function
{ c?i-o or-orcio; eJcr), which satisfies the equation of motion

Tim { Cf-~ Cr-~ Cme; Cj~~
m

- E r,,. (c:_,,c,_oc,,, ; cJe)+ E r.,, (d-e m-e Ci,.; CJe)
m

m

+ I (( nro c!_o Cr-e tie; CJe) + ~ Kim ( C~-e nm~r'Cr-~rCie; cJcr)

(47)

m, e t

This equation may be simplified by imroducing some appro,,dmations; the first term
on the right hand side involving correlation function is neglected; in the second
and third terms the following approximations are introduced.

{C~-~Cr_crCmo; ~

"~ ~mi {C~eCr-eCie; C;e~
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(em*--ucr-a Cla; eta} ~- 8rm n-a (eia; cj~)

With these approximations eq. (47) may be written as;

(E-- To) (e[-aCr-aqa; cJa} = Tit ((ni--a--n-a)eia;eJa)

+ ~ T,m(d-a Om-aCia; CJa>

m~i
+ 1 {nra c!-aer-aqa; cJa} + E Kim ( e[-a nma"Cr-aeia; cJa]}

(48)

ma t

Putting the approximate values of the Green functions {nw e~-a cr-a cia; cJa]} and

(eLa nma'c,-a c~a; c]a> in (48) we have

1{ Tit ((hi-a-n-a) cia; e)a}q- E rrm (e~-a em-a cia; eJa} }

<eta er-a cia; e:a} --FOe(e)

mvSi

(49)
This equation may be solved as follows:

(d_a c,-.e~a; g > = ~ w a ~ ( e ) r.i((n~-a--n-~) e,~; eJa

(50)

m

Now we consider the arrival of --~ electron at the ith site together with the arrival
ofe electron, i.e. we consider the propagator (el_a ei--~ eia; e;a]}. With the approximations used above, the equation of motion of this Green function may be written as

(E'--To--I) ( C a ei-a Ha; ¢ ) = - - T i , ((hi-a--n-a) eia; ¢ )
?
? ci-a qa'. 5"a
t > --I1 n a ¢r-a
-- ETrm ( Cm-a
m¢i
+ ~ / q ~ <c~a n.a' ei-a cia, e}a>

"C.

t

¢i-a Cia' 34

>

(51)

ma p

Putting the approximate values of the Green functions

{nra Ctr._a Ci-a Qa; ¢Ja} and

( c*
r--a nmc/ Ci-cr Cia'' cj~} in (51) we have
1

-

I--To ((ni-a --n-a)

r,m(~-~ ci-a ,ia;

%)

Chy;

%)
(52)

m¢i
where

1
_
1
~I
Fo-a (g-------~) (E-- To--I ) ~

x.z
}
Ina
(E-- ro--I ) + rE-- T o-l(~-na) --Knz])
(53)

This equation has the solution

m
to •

where

W "°

,,., i (e) =2,~

to•

(~ g'=(E)-- g,'i (E) gim(E)~
~-g. (E)

)

(55)
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I ~, exp {ik. (Ri--Ri) ]gq'a (E) = ~-£~/-,k ~-° ~522(~k--

(56)

Substituting (50) and (54) into the fifth term of (11) and neglecting the fourth
term in that equation (as we are considering now only the resonance correction), we
get after some rearrangements:

[E-- T O- - I - ~_e(E) -A'e(E) -Knz] (ni.-~ clo; cJ~r)

f

}

× (Cie; cJe)

(57)

We observe that when interatomic correlations are absent (i.e. K-----0), the contribution towards the motional broadening correction due to the --o electron arriving
at the ith site is equal to the contribution due to the --e electron departing from the
ith site. But in the present case (K finite) the contribution a'e(E ) due to the --o electron arriving at the ith site is somewhat different from the contribution ~ o (E) due
to the --o electron departing from the ith site. To a first approximation we suppose
)~'-e(E) to be equal to A-e(E). With this approximation (57) may be written as:

[E-- r o - 1 - 2 A_e(E ) --Knz] (ni-a tie; CJe}

t2, +

r4:i

r.,

¢>}

¢>

(58/

2. Motional broadeningcorrectiondue to the motionof a' (e or --e) electron through the ruth site.
As in the preceding situation, firstly we consider the departure of o' electron from the
ruth site together with the arrival of e electron on the ith site, i.e. we consider the Green
function {emcr' Cro'Cie; ¢ } . With approximations similar to those used in writing (48),
the equation of motion of this Green function may be written as

(E-- To) (@me,Cre, Cie; cl;> = Zrm ~(nme,--ne, )Cie; ~e>
q- ~ Trn cme'
t Cno"cia'" ~ ) q- l {Ctme,era" ni-e cia'"ej~)
n~m
+

* cro, nne,, cicr,
~Cme,

(59)

na n

Putting the approximate values of ( c*
me" cnr"ni-a

tie'" 5 ; > and (~Ctmo,are, nno,, tie; c;o}

in this equation, we have

,
,
1 I T r , ~(nmo,_,o,)¢ie;CJe) ) @ ~ Trn~Cmo, Cne,Ci~;~.]~}
(Cme" cro" ~e; 6jcr} - F a° (E)
n@m
(60)
which may be solved in the form

t

W ~r m(E) Tnm(~(nme,--ne,)eie; 5.*0)

(61)

n

Now we consider the arrival of e' electron on the mth site together with the arrival
of a electron on the ith site, i.e. we consider the propagator (4a, Crae,ale; 5~ ). Proceed-
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ing exactly in the same way as we did in obtaining the expression (61) we get an
expression for (Cr*o, Cma, ew; c~a)

crCr
t ,Cma,C;a;c
t. ' } = - -/Y. . , W rn~
a m "(E)" rnm((nmo,-na,)cia; cjta)
"
,](Jr--

(62)

n

Substituting the solutions (61) and (62) in the fifth term ofeq. (12) and neglecting the
fourth term in that equation (as we are considering here only the resonance correction),
we get

[E- r o - In_a-- Knz-- 2 ~a] (nma" cia; cJa)
r@i

Putting the values of (ni-a cia; 5;) and (nma" cia; cJa) from eqs. (58) and (63)
in (10) we find that when only the resonance correction is considered, the expression
for the Green function Ga (k, E) is given by
1

1

Ga (k, E) - = ~

F~ (E)-(Ek-To)

(64)

where

In-o
Knz
1
1 + [E-- To--I--Ifnz--2~_a] + [E-- To--In_a-Ifnz-2~a]
Fr~(E) -(65)
2In_~ . ~-a
2Ifnz. ~a
(E-- To) +
-~
[E-- ro--I--Knz--2a_a]
[E-- To-In-a--Knz- 2a~l
As mentioned earlier, in order to get self consistent solution ga(E) has been written
in place of )~o (E) in Eq. (65). The Green function (64) also has a branch cut along
the real axis for those values of E for which On(E)>0, where on(E) is the density
of pseudo-particle states calculated from eq. (64).
Till now, the cases of' scattering correction ' and ' motional broadening correction'
have been considered separtealy. However both of the corrections may be considered
simultaneously. From eqs. (26), (50) and (54), eq. (11) becomes

To--I--Ifnz--gc, --2g-a] {,ni-a cia; cJa)
r•i

Similarly from eqs. (37), (61) and (62), eq. (12) becomes

[E- 7"0-- n- --Xnz--3ad (nmo'ci ;
r=~i
With the help of the relations (66) and (67) we get an expression for Ge(k, E) from
eq. (10) containing both the corrections simultaneously:
Go (k,

where

E)

--

I

1

2rr F~(E)-- (,k-- To)

(68)
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In-,r
Ifnz
+
[E-- T o-l-I~nz-l'~ a-2a_a) ] [E-- T o-In_e-lfnz-3aa]
(E-- To) -k
In-o(~c,+2~-~)
q_
3knz. aa
[E-- T o--I--Ifnz-- lla--2ll-cr] [E-- To--In_o--Ifnz--3~r ]
1+

F~r(E)

(69)

4. A special (nonmagnetic) case
Our main purpose is to fir~d out the value of the pseudoparticle spectrum given by the
poles of the Green's function Ga(k, E) given by (68). Calculation of Ga(k, E) means
the solution of the three equations (68), (69) and (43) simultaneously. For the purpose
of a numerical calculation we consider the simple special case in which the solution
is readily obtainable. This special case has the features; (i) n = l i.e., the number
of electrons present is one per atom; (ii) n_a=n~=½ i.e., we assume the system to be
nonferromagnetic; (iii) The density of state function
P(E) ----~.1 ~ 3(E--,k)
(70)
k
corresponding to the unperturbed band structure ~k, has the following parabolic form
centered on T o with a band width A;

4 ~¢/ l _ (E-To~"
I iflE_Tol<a/2

e(e)

(71)

= 0, otherwise
From the assumption (ii) it follows that fie (E) =g_. (E).
of energy such that To+I[2=O , equation (69) becomes

Now choosing the origin

I[2
+
Kz
[E_I/2_Ifz--3f~o]
[E--Ifz--3•a]
(E+/]2) +
~lfla
+
3KzfZa
[E--I[2--Ifz--3~a]
[E--Kz-- 3&'lcr]
I+

1
Fa(E)
where

g~a(E) =F~(E) --

1

(72)

(73)

2rrG[i(e)
and

1

1 ~

1

a[i(E) = ~.~a.(k,E) = ~_~__ff F°(E)--( ~k-- To)
k

(74)

Combining (74) and (70) we can write

1 (
c

(e) -

P(E')dE'

70)

(75)

Putting the form of P (E) from (7 I) and integrating, we obtain

Giio (E) = ~-~
4 [Fa(E) _ ,V/(Fe(E)}9_{_A[2}, ]

(76)

From (73) and (76) following relation emerges.
or(E) =½ [For(E) -- "V'{Fcr(E))'--'~A/2~ "a]

(77)

Substituting this value of ~a(E) into (72) we get

F3+AF2+BF+C='v/Fa--A~[4 [F~+AF+D]

(78)
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A=½(4Kz--5E)
B -=I~(E--I~--Kz)) (5E +'23I--3Kz)+91 (E--/{z)(3E+I) -- YA'
AS

-- ~ (E--Kz)

I{z)

(79)

Squaring Eq. (78) we get the quartic equation for F ~ (E)

F412B--2D+ ~-I +I~ I2C+2AB--2AD+A~A2*I +F*IB'-D2+2AC
A'D' }=0
AgA~--A~D} +FI2BC+-~A-A'I + [C'+--4-(80)

+--i-

Thus the solution of the self-consistent equations has been reduced to the solution of
a quartic.
It may easily been seen that if we put K = 0 in (80) it reduces to the equation
3 A29

12

5E

3E(A/2)2}F

which is the same as Hubbard's eq. (70) (Hubbard 1946b). Thus we get exactly the
results of Hubbard in the absence of intersite correlations.
For any fixed values of/, K and E eq. (80) may have either four complex roots, or
two complex and two real roots or four real roots. Let one of the roots be

F= +i3
then

(82)

~/F ~- (A]2) 2= A +iB

where

A

and

B

(83)

A / [a2--3'--(A/Z)9] + ~¢/[a'--3'--(A/2)9]'+aa'3'

v

2

A/--[~--fl'-- (A/,)3]+ ~/[~,_fl,_ (AI2)'+4~'3'

'V

2

(84)
(85)

Now from eq. (76)
C~ = ~ri~ [(s--A) --i(B--3)]

(86)

since the pseudo-particle density of states is given in terms of the negative imaginary
part of the Green function G~/, the numerical value of
is required for the determination of the density of states function. For this purpose eq. (80) has been
solved for
A particular case of the simple cubic system (z---6) with band
width =4"0 eV has been considered. For a particular set of I and/{, the appropriate
root of
(i.e. the root which gives the quantity
to be positive) is chosen
from which we get the density of states function
for this particular set. Various
sets of values of I and K have been taken. Keeping K fixed the density-spectrum has
been calculated for various values of I (from 1 eV to 8 eV by the step of leV). Thus

(B--fl)

Fa(E).
Fa(E)

(B--fl)
pa(E)
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F i g u r e 1. Pseudoparticle density o f states
function for a number o f values o f intraatomic correlation I, with a fixed value
K = O . I eV. Line AB meets the energy axis
at the centre o f the unperturbed band
(i.e., at E = To).
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F i g u r e 2. Pseudopartide density o f states
function for a number o f values o f intraatomic correlation I, with a fixed value
K=0.2 eV.
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Figure 3. Pseudoparticle density of states
function for a number o f values o f intraatomic correlation I, with a fixed value
K = 0 . 4 eV.

°

E(eV)

~"

F i g u r e 4. Pseudoparticle density o f states
function for a number o f values o f intraatomic correlation I, with a fixed value
K = 1.0 eV.

we get a set of density-spectra which shows the effect of the variation of L Four sets
with K = 0 . 1 , 0.2, 0.4 and 1.0 eV have been obtained and shown graphically in figures
1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

5. D i s c u s s i o n
The above calculation shows that when we take intersite correlations/f into account
together with the intrasite correlations I, the unperturbed band splits into three bands.
For large values of I a n d / f these three bands are all separated from each other. As
the values of I and K are decreased, bands come nearer and below certain crtical
values these merge into one band. T h e r e are innumerable sets of the critical values
of I and K, because a new choice o f / f will lead to a change in the value of I at which
the merger gets in.
The effect of the variation of the parameter I alone has been seen by keeping K
fixed and calculating pseudoparticle density of states function for various values of L
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Figure 5. Atomic arrangement in a lattice.
The ith atom may be resonant at any one of
the 2(2z+ 1) energy values depending upon the
electron occupancy of the sites inside the
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We see that if I is increased in small steps, the band first splits into two at some value
I1(/(). When I is increased further we get three separate sub-bands at some higher
value I2(/(). Effect of the variation of the parameter / f is observed by calculating
density of states at different values of K'. It is seen that II(/f ) decreases with the increase o f / f . /2(/{") does not appear to depend much on K'. Unlike the result in the
presence of intra-atomic correlations alone, we find that a nonmagnetic system, with a
half-filled band, is never an insulator however large the intra-atomic correlations may
be (i.e., even in the split-band-region it is not an insulator).
We have not investigated the magnetic properties of the system in detail. But we
can easily see the effect of intersite correlations on the magnetic behaviour of the
system, at least for a zero bandwidth (i.e., atomic limit) case. In this limit T 0. = T O3~
1
and hence Ek = T O for all k. Then from eq. (74) we have Ggu ( E ) = G a (k, E ) = 2wFa (E)
which when put in eq. (73) gives ~ a(E) = 0 and we may write F a ( E ) = F g ( E ) in eq.
(68) where F0a (E) is given by eq. (19). For this particular case it may be shown
(Kishore and Joshi 1969) that the energy of the ferromagnetic state is lower than
that of the paramagnetic state. While in the Hubbard model one finds that for n = 1
and in the atomic limit the energies of both the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic
states are the same.
It is to be noted that several approximations have been made during the course of
the treatment. Without these approximations the mathematics of the problem becomes
quite complicated and it is extremely difficult to arrive at a solution. But keeping the
mathematical derivations aside, we can see by a simple physical reasoning that the
unperturbed single band should split exactly into 2 ( 2 z + 1 ) sub-bands. In figure 5
we schematically show the atoms in a lattice. It can be easily seen from the figure
that (as far as the arrival of a a spin electron is concerned) ith atom may be resonant
at any one of the energies: To, T o + K , T0+2K" ..... , T o + 2 Z K ; T o + I , T o + I + K ,
T o + I + 2 K ' , ...... , T o + I ÷ 2 z K , depending upon the electron occupancy of the sites
inside the cluster. This shows that in the atomic limit, for the Hamiltonian (4), an
atomic level located at T o (in the absence of electronic correlations) will be split into
2 ( 2 z + 1) levels. Thus the two bands of Hubbard model should increase in number to
2 ( 2 z + 1) bands when we take into account the interatomic correlations with z nearest
neighbours alone. The approximations used during the course of the treatment have
reduced the number of perturbed bands from 2 ( 2 z + 1 ) to three. So our predictions
regarding the metallic (or nonmetallic and magnetic behaviours are not exact results
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for the Hamiltonian (4), but are artifacts of the approximation scheme we have to
resort to in order to arrive at a solution. Nevertheless, it m a y be concluded that
while studying the electrical or magnetic properties of the narrow energy band systems,
one should not overlook the rote of the intersite correlations.
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Append'l~
We consider a ternary alloy described in the tight binding approximation. A single
atomic orbital In) is associated with each site n. The one-particle Hamiltonian in the
Wannier representation is

5~-----~ Im) hmn(nl+ ~ ] n )
fl'l ~ n

en ( n l = W + D

(IA)

n

where W is the kinetic energy part and D is the sum of contributions from all sites
of the crystal having random potentials. The single particle Hamiltonian refers to a
particular configuration and in order to study the macroscopic properties of the system, art averaging over all configurations is to be performed. We define the Green
function G(z) corresponding to the Hamiltonian 3~ by
G(z) - ( z - - 3 ~ ) -x
(2A)
All the macroscopic quantities of interest may be determined by the configurationally
averaged Green function (G(z)), which has the full symmetry of the empty lattice.
The effective Hamiltonian which has full crystal symmetry is defined by

( a(z)

(3A)

where
,~i~eff = W+X(Z)
(4A)
Here 27(z) is the average atomic potential (i.e., the self-energy) associated with each
site, an unknown of the problem.
With the help of multiple scattering theory we can determine the self energy Z(z),
choosing the self-consistent condition*

(7"n) = 0
where T n in the case of a ternary alloy may be written,

(5A)

Xl[~l--~(ff')]
-JX2[E2--Z(Z)]
-~
X3[E3--~(Z)]
= 0 (6A)
1--[et--Z(z)lf(z)
1-- [e2--Z(z)]f(z)
1 --[ea--2(z)]f(z )
where xx, x2, xa are the concentrations of the three components and ~a, e2 and ~3 are
the atomic potentials of the components. Eq. (6A) may be cast into the form

Z(z) : E -~ f(z)[Z(z)"[el + e2+ ~3-- e ) - { e l e g + e2Ea-t- cle3}]
[1 +.~(z)f(z)]
+ f ( z ) [x1e2~3÷ x2el e3÷ x3et e2+ ~1~2~3"f ( z ) ]

(7A)

[1 + z(z) f(z)]2
*A detailed description of the method of evaluating the self-energyZ(z) using the self-consistentcondition (5A) is given by Velickyet al (1968). The expressionfor T n is given irt eq. (4.8) of that paper. Our
f(z) here stands for the F(z) of that paper which is definedin eq. (3.16).
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where e=xlel+x~e2+xne a is the mean atomic energy.
Now if we regard the down spin electron as fixed to randomly distributed sites, then
we see that the motion of the up spirt electron is identical to the motion of electrons
in an alloy. With the replacement given below in going over from alloy problem to
the present problem, it is very easy to show that eq. (44) is identical to the eq. (7A).

:(z)
F,"(E)
To

[z-,f'(z)]
)

~1

( To + I n_a + Ifnz)

,~

%

(To+I+Ifnz)

)

~3

~

x1

Ifnz
(I n-o + Ifnz)

)

x2

I n_a

),

xs

Pn_a( l --n-a)
(I + Ifnz) (I n-a + Knz)

(I+Knz)
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